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— Abstract—

We consider that it is possible to incorporate social environment elements 
in didactic activities, such as the cultural aspects of native peoples, to favor 
the understanding of the relationship between the pending parameter 
concerning the inclination of a straight line. Variational thinking and language 
can also be incorporated into the didactic activity to play an important role 
in understanding those mathematical topics. The cultural aspects from the 
Tzeltal perspective are the stages of corn cultivation in different lunar phases. 
A three stages methodological strategy is established, in which the first stage 
the theoretical contributions that correspond to Dietz's cultural reproduction 
were used, in the second stage elements of the notion of prediction have been 
incorporated to promote rationality of thought and Variational language for 
understanding the relationship between the pending parameter concerning 
the inclination of the straight line. A third methodological stage consists of a 
staging, where it is expected that arguments arise that show approval for the 
understanding of the relationship between mathematical concepts.
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This paper proposes a didactic activity design based on corn growth 
in lunar phases, which has been taken from the cultural aspects of a 
Tzeltal collaborator, a student of the Civil Engineering degree (CE) 

at the Universidad Autónoma de Chiapas (unach). Although there are more 
collaborators from other ethnic groups, in this article only the Tzeltal 
language is mentioned because it is the most worked activity. 

Concerning the educational panorama in which the didactic activity 
is intended to be incorporated, it should be mentioned that from the field 
of Educational Mathematics (EM) a problem is pointed out within the 
mathematics classroom. This problem recognizes a confrontation between 
mathematical work and school mathematics, which is assumed as an element 
that hinders meaningful learning of mathematics or lacks meaning. Then 
it is said that school mathematics is not functional, some works in this 
discipline have reported that school mathematics does not transcend the 
student's daily life (Gómez, 2015), interpreting that "...: what is learned at 
school, stays at school" (Mendoza & Cordero, 2015, p. 1). 

On the other hand, and in the case of Tzeltal communities, we are 
facing a problem with different numbering systems. One is decimal, which 
is taught in the classroom, and the Maya (from the Tzeltal community) is 
vigesimal. Therefore, the measurement systems are different. This becomes 
more complex in education when children bring empirical knowledge from 
the family since they are different categories of thought and taxonomies. 
However, Micalco (2009) shows the knowledge developed in various community 
practices related to mathematics in a group of young Tzeltales from Chiapas, 
both schooled and unschooled. In this study, they use the vigesimal system 
linked to cultural practice and the use of the first language in the commu-
nity. Schooled students often use multiplication referring to the base 20, 
while non-schooled students use the number twenty of the vigesimal system 
of the Tzeltal language. Thus, Micalco points out that there is an interrelation 
between the Indo-Arabic decimal numbering system and the knowledge of 
the vigesimal system. In this same sense, Cruz and Butto (2013) point out 
that socializing the structure of the vigesimal tu'un savi system based on the 
extremities of the body, specifically on the fingers and toes, it can serve as a 
didactic resource to teach how to group natural numbers.

Then it can be proposed to incorporate cultural practices inherent in 
the Tzeltal communities as didactic resources in the teaching of mathematical 
content. In this sense, our proposal would be the incorporation of these 
practices for teaching linear functions and the concept of slope, the particular 
case of the relationship between the slope parameter to the straight line 
inclination. Since in the particular case of the linear function, Córdoba 
et al. (2013) point out that students present some difficulties in establishing 
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the existing relationship between the slope parameter concerning the 
inclination of the line, the relationship that exists between the algebraic 
representation and the sketch of the graph, and the representation of the 
intersections with the coordinate axes using the function criterion.  

Therefore, it is considered that from the social environment, it is 
possible to construct phenomena of teaching, learning, and communica-
tion of mathematical knowledge. That allows a frame of reference for the 
functionality of a mathematical topic such as the relationship between the 
slope parameter concerning the inclination of the straight line. In the sense 
of considering the social environment for the design of didactic situations, 
Peña-Rincón and Blanco-Alvarez (2015) tell us that

We are so naturalized with the idea that mathematics is unique and has a 

universal character, that we do not even imagine the possibility of the existence 

of other mathematical knowledge and practices that expand and complement 

the mathematics disseminated by the West. But if we analyze mathematics 

from a sociocultural approach, we can see that they do exist... (p. 216).

These phenomena of teaching, learning, and communication of mathematical 
knowledge based on sociocultural approaches can be introduced to the 
mathematics classroom, therefore López and Victoria (2015) tell us that 
"teachers must propose didactic strategies that respond to the essential fea-
tures that characterize each culture, this to make the teaching and learning 
of mathematics a formative pretext." (p.53). However, when performing a 
design, there are "...difficulties manifested in the linguistic interpretation, 
in the problem statements, [that] influence the free and rapid learning of 
the basic concepts of a given topic." (Lopez & Victoria, 2015, p.54).

Therefore, a harmonization must be made between the proposed state-
ments in Spanish and the community of native language speakers where the 
design is to be implemented therefore, "...from the social environment, the 
task must go further because it becomes necessary to harmonize the terms. 
The social uses and meanings that the terms have in one and the other 
language must be identified..." (Avila, 2018, p. 192).

Given this scenario, the construction of didactic activities based on 
practices related to the culture of an ethnic group can be proposed. This 
is to incorporate them into the mathematics classroom of native peoples’ 
communities. For this reason, we have taken up the cultural aspects of a 
collaborator at the higher level, on which we have based the design of a 
Didactic Activity with corn planting growth in different lunar phases that 
involve predicting a time after the initial one, involving variational thinking 
and language to promote understanding of the relationship between the 
slope parameter concerning the inclination of a straight line. It was decided 
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to work with high school students due to the harmonization between aspects 
of Spanish and the language of the native people of origin, as well as in the 
translation of the didactic activity for the community’s children. If they have 
difficulties reading the didactic activity in Spanish or the native language, 
the collaborators can harmonize the activity for them. However, the Tzeltal 
language has linguistic variants "territorially delimited" by municipalities. 
In that sense, Polian (2015) comments that:

Tzeltal is a language with moderate dialectal variation: it presents undoubted 

differences from one municipality to another, so it is made up of a certain 

number of what we call here "geolects" (so as not to say "dialect", a word with a 

negative connotation in common speech), that is, varieties with their linguistic 

features, linked to certain geographical areas. (p. 4)

The National Institute of Indigenous Languages (inali) classifies them into 
four categories: Western Tzeltal, Northern Tzeltal, Southern Tzeltal, and 
Eastern Tzeltal. Within which are located several municipalities in the state 
of Chiapas. (inali, 2021).

Therefore, the participation of the Tzeltal-speaking collaborator in 
this research is considered relevant to harmonize the Spanish terms of the 
Didactic Activity with their respective community of origin. 

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY

The methodological strategy that this research followed was in three stages. 
The first stage consisted of inviting people from native peoples who are 
students of CE in the School of Engineering (SE) of the unach to participate 
in the research. From this stage, a sample of four women speakers and passive 
speakers of native languages accepted the invitation. Their participation 
will have a double role since first, we will obtain from them cultural aspects 
related to the culture of plants in lunar phases and at a later stage, they 
will have the role of harmonization between the didactic activity and the 
children to whom we plan to apply the activity in the community of origin 
of each one of them. In the first methodological stage, cultural aspects were 
identified, about agriculture, through a story that each student elaborated 
on and in an interview conducted with each one of them.

The second stage consists of the use of the cultural aspects identified in 
the previous stage, which are put into play in the design of didactic activities 
for each of the collaborators' communities of origin, that is, for a Tzeltal 
collaborator the design will be for their community of origin, and so on 
for each of the collaborators. For the Didactic Activity design, theoretical 
aspects of Socioepistemology are taken up again.
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The third, a staging of the didactic activities in the communities of 
origin of each one of the collaborators, where the narratives and the 
developments made by the elementary level students of each collaborator 
locality of origin will be recovered and analyze what arguments they use to 
establish the existing relationship between the slope parameter concerning 
the inclination of the straight line.

FIRST METHODOLOGICAL STAGE

For the incorporation of cultural aspects to a didactic activity designed for 
native peoples, it is proposed to take them up from a cultural reproduction, 
as Dietz (2017) comments:

..., the members of a specific ethnic group..., do not reinvent their culture daily, 

nor do they constantly change their group identity. Cultural reproduction, both 

intra- and intergenerationally, elicits - through everyday praxis - processes of 

what Giddens (1995) coined as "routinization," which, in turn, structures that 

praxis. (p. 198)

From this routinization, according to Dietz (2017), individuals manage their 
continuity, both in objectified cultural aspects such as institutions, rituals, 
and pre-established meanings and in subjectified cultural aspects such as 
practices and representations by members to the ethnic group to which they 
belong. For the case, this would consist of the following breakdown (image 1)

Image 1. Breakdown of cultural aspects for agriculture. Source: Own elaboration

We consider that one or both cultural aspects can be used for the construction 
of didactic activities that use variational thinking and language for the 
existing relationship between the slope parameter concerning the inclination 
of the straight line, that is, identified in the plant that is planted in each 
collaborator's community of origin. The instruments used to obtain infor-
mation were a narrative that consisted of a story and an interview with 
each collaborator.

In this first methodological stage, sampling was carried out at unach's 
School of Engineering, and four collaborators decided to participate in this 
research (see Table 1). This educational center is interpreted as a place of 
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convergence of students from different regions of the state of Chiapas. The 
four collaborators are currently in their fourth semester at the CE. The 
collaborators will actively participate in the research since they will harmo-
nize terms between Spanish and the native language to which they belong. 
The purpose of the story was to provide a way for them to externalize how 
a plant is cultivated in their community of origin, and that its growth is 
related to a specific lunar phase. They were asked to communicate with 
their relatives to support them in the realization of the story.  As a result of 
this story, the type of plant and the lunar phase when the planting is done 
in each collaborator community of origin was identified. For example, in 
the case of the Tzeltal collaborator, as well as the Ch'ol collaborator, it is 
corn plant growth, which can be related to the linear function. For a Zoque 
collaborator, the plant identified is the plantain stalk, and for the other, it is 
the pumpkin culture. But what is shown in this paper corresponds only to 
the contribution of the Tzeltal student.  The result of the Ch'ol community 
and the two Zoque communities' designs will be shown in another paper.

Table 1
Provenance of research collaborators

Collaborator Speaking Language Student's community of origin

1 Tzeltal Nuevo Monte Líbano, municipio de Ocosingo

2 Zoque Ocotepec, municipio de Ocotepec

Collaborator Passive speaker

3 Zoque Tecpatán, municipio de Tecpatán

4 Ch’ol El Limar, municipio de Tila

Source: Own elaboration with collaborators information

The following story was constructed with the Tzeltal collaborator (See Image 2).
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Image 2. Story by Xin Guzmán

Upon analyzing the story, corn is identified as the plant to be used in a 
Didactic Activity. The new moon is also identified as the beginning of planting 
and can be interpreted as an initial condition. After analyzing the story, 
other cultural aspects related to the cultivation of corn can be found, both 
objectified and subjectified, which are described in Image 3.

Figure 3. Objectified and subjectified cultural aspects that emerge from the Tzeltal collaborator's story.

An interview was also conducted with the Tzeltal collaborator, to comple-
ment the cultural aspects obtained from the story. In the interview with 
the Tzeltal community collaborator, she gestures about the plant's growth 
in the variation of the lunar phases. This is interpreted as a behavior where 
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the plant stops growing for some lunar phases with growth for later phases. 
This resulted in the construction of the graph shown in image 4.

Image 4. Construction of a graph of a plant’s growth behavior

This methodological stage ends with elements on the cultural aspects, both 
objectified and subjectified by the Tzeltal collaborator, student of unach's 
School of Engineering. It is considered to retake part of them for the Didactic 
Activity design for the Tzeltal community. As well as each contribution of the 
other collaborators will be taken in the respective didactic activity design 
for each one of their communities of origin.

SECOND METHODOLOGICAL STAGE

For the Didactic Activity design for the Tzeltal community, we based ourselves 
on the Socioepistemological theory, taking up some cultural aspects of the 
story and the interview with the Tzeltal collaborator. This theory, "focuses 
attention on knowledge-generating practices beyond the mathematical 
object" (Balda, 2018, p.91). As a knowledge-generating practice, aspects of 
prediction are taken up, which according to Caballero (2018), is carried 
out by human beings and allows the generation of variational thought and 
language. In our case, this will be used to promote the understanding of the 
relationship between the slope parameter concerning the inclination of the 
straight line.

To recognize the notion of variation in the didactic activity, it is neces-
sary to consider the following aspects (Caballero, 2018)

... at least three essential aspects are required to be aware of the notion of 

variation. The measurement of change consists of the quantitative recognition 
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of that which changes [concerning a second aspect], the analysis of how that 

measure evolves consists of describing and quantifying how the measure of 

change is modified in an interval. [Finally], the recognition of why variables 

change in the way they do allude to a characteristic of prediction, it is a matter 

of establishing a rationale for the evolution of change in an interval. ( pp. 49-50)

Therefore, we consider that the phases of the moon, Image 5, can be used to 
establish a quantitative recognition of change, descriptions, and quantifica-
tions of how the measure of change in plant growth is modified in the phases 
and finally, the recognition of why plant's growth changes in the way it does.

Image 5. Names of the phases of the moon as seen from the northern hemisphere of the Earth. Source: 
Geoencyclopedia (2019)

Therefore, it is proposed to place in the Didactic Activity a height measurement 
for a corn plant in a lunar phase and a different measurement in a later lunar 
phase. With this, we consider it is possible to establish quantitative recognition 
of that which changes as mentioned by Caballero (2018), see image 6.

Image 6. Quantitative recognition for different lunar phases. Source: The authors
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On the other hand, "Studying change in a phenomenon requires recognizing 
intermediate states to analyze the process of variation of variables, that is, to 
give a sense of temporization to the phenomena of variation, which allows us 
to address the question "how does it change?" (Caballero, 2018, p. 95), this for 
the analysis of how that measure evolves. In this sense about temporization, 
Caballero (2018) clarifies:

Timing comprises two senses: the first is the identification of states that are 

suggested or explicit in some activity or situation, for example, in the case of 

a numerical table, each of the numerical values of the dependent variable can 

be considered states, while, in a graph, each of the values of the horizontal axis 

can be considered states if it has an explicit numerical scale. The second sense 

consists in the construction of the states when they are not explicit in the given 

situation, for example, when establishing specific values of the variables in a 

graph that does not have an explicit scale, or when recognizing specific instants 

of time in the movement of a body. (p.96)

Therefore, the following design is proposed, where the analysis of how this 
measure evolves consists of describing and quantifying how the measure 
of change is modified in a lunar interval by establishing specific values 
of the variables in a graph that does not have an explicit scale, as shown 
in image 7. We can propose different slopes in the linear growth in three 
lunar phases and question the corn plant's growth speed. Where a steeper 
slope would mean a faster growth rate for the plant. We consider that the 
existing relationship between the slope parameter concerning the slope 
of the straight line can be gestated in the analysis of this behavior when 
studying the change in a phenomenon requires recognizing intermediate 
states to analyze the process of variation of the variables as mentioned by 
Caballero (2018).

Figure 7. Behavior of maize-based on cultural aspects of the Tzeltal university student collaborator
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Finally, the recognition of why the variables change in the way they do 
alludes to a characteristic of prediction, it is about establishing rationality to 
the evolution of change in an interval. Caballero mentions that this rationality 
is manifested in a variational reference system (image. 8).

Image 8. Rationality for variation. Caballero (2018, p.99)

A boy or girl from the community of origin of the Tzeltal collaborator, in 
the third methodological phase, could associate in his or her rationality with 
some of these cultural aspects to justify the variational in the understanding 
of the existing relationship between the slope parameter concerning the 
inclination of the straight line (image 9), to mention a few.

Image 9. Cultural aspects that can emerge as arguments for the variational in the Nuevo Monte Líbano 
community’s children

Although it is expected that he or she identifies a unit of analysis and the 
type of inclination in each of those units. It is expected to establish a rela-
tionship between vertical growths concerning horizontal growth according 
to the type of inclination observed (image 10).
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Image 10. Identification in the unit of analysis of a different slope for the straight line

Recalling that the notion of slope (m) of a straight line is a quotient relation 
between the distances of the ordinate with the distances of the abscissae.  
(Lehmann, 1989).

And its relation with the straight line’s inclination is

Where ∝ is the angle between the straight line and the positive x-axis 
(see Image 11). 

Image 11. Graphical representation of the inclination angle. Source: Lehmann (1989, p.18)

2 units 
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3 moon phases 3 moon phases
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line
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The second methodological stage ends with a Didactic Activity built for the 
Tzeltal community of Nuevo Monte Líbano, as shown in appendix A and B.

IN CONCLUSION

It has not been possible to carry out phase three of the methodological 
strategy, due to the academic pause due to the pandemic caused by the 
virus Covid-19. This has resulted in a limiting factor for the continuity of 
the research project. The strengths that we consider can emerge from a 
proposal such as this one, is to create a frame of reference that denotes 
how it is possible to favor the understanding of the existing relationship 
between the slope parameter concerning the inclination of the straight line 
using the objectified or subjectified cultural aspects of a community speak-
ing an original language for the state of Chiapas, as is the design shown in 
this paper and for the community of Nuevo Montelíbano. We agree with 
Cantoral (2013) who pointed out "A fundamental question of contemporary 
importance consists of adapting a teaching, in the broadest sense of the 
term, to the demands of thinking, learning and the historical, institutional 
and cultural contexts that mathematical activity requires" (p. 13). In this 
sense, we rely on the practices of corn culture about the lunar phases, which 
make sense culturally speaking for the children of Nuevo Monte Líbano, 
since they, at an early age, take care of the harvest, and are familiar with 
following the moon, according to what Xin comments to us.

"...from ten years old, children already go to the fields..., they already know 

how it is, how plants grow...and if they would understand it, based on those 

questions..." (Interview excerpt).

On the other hand, an opportunity that we visualize for this proposal is 
to consider cultural aspects such as corn growth in different lunar phases 
incorporated into the variational thinking of the Tzeltal collaborator, a 
student of the School of Engineering of unach. One interpretation of this 
is when the collaborator suggests constant behaviors to then continue with 
the plant's growth. This is interpreted as a variational graph and we consider 
that it is her contribution that we can reflect it in the graph of Image 4, to 
apply it to the children in her community. In that sense Avila (2018).

To perform the task of harmonizing terms, it would be very useful to generate 

spaces of speech, communication, and exchange between teachers and students 

in the classrooms, so that children also collaborate in the construction of a 

relevant and meaningful school mathematical language. (p.193)
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Thus, a return to the community of origin of the Tzeltal collaborator in 
this research is proposed, for students' significant learning of concepts 
such as the slope of a linear function implicit in the figures proposed in 
the didactic activity, such as the straight line in the case of the first part 
of the design, as shown in image 12, where last plant's growth repre-
sented does not coincide with the inclination of the straight line implicit 
in the activity.

Image 12. Implicit straight line in plants' growth with a certain inclination

In the second part of the Teaching Activity a form similar to the integer 
part function, f(x)=[x], where constant growths are perceived in certain 
lunar phases, but at different heights of the "y" axis, and in others with 
linear growths, for example, f(x)= x, is proposed. Setting up a piecewise 
function, as shown in image 13. And it will ask for the plant growth in a 
future lunar state, which does not appear in the lunar phases of the graph.

Image 13. Implicit function to stretches in the plant's growth in different lunar phases
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This concludes the two proposals for the design of the Didactic Activity for 
the Tzeltal community of Xin. These proposals are based on lunar phases 
that the members of the Xin community do not know by name, but they do 
know their behavior in the sky since they have observed the moon.

"well yes, [But, how do they do it?] they observe the moon, but in and on itself, 

but they know what it is... they don't know the specific name... they only do it 

close to the full moon or the new moon" (Fragment of interview).

We consider it relevant to base ourselves on the two strands that emerge 
from routinization for cultural reproduction (Dietz, 2017), for the argu-
ments that may arise in the children of a Tzeltal community to justify the 
use of variational thinking by complementing concepts such as the existing 
relationship between the slope parameter concerning the inclination of 
the straight line when the third methodological phase is performed. When 
intervening in the mathematics classroom at the elementary level in a rural 
community in the state of Chiapas, we can mention that the ages of the 
children to whom a Didactic Activity will be applied will depend on the 
information provided by the collaborators in this research. As in the case 
of the information provided by the collaborator from Nuevo Montelíbano, 
municipality of Ocosingo, we can establish an age of 11 years old to apply it.  
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ANNEX A

PART 1. - The height of a corn plant at the full moon is as shown in the figure. 

a) Is that height what the plant should be? If yes, why? 

b) If no, what should the height be? 

c) How did you know what the height should be? What calculations did you 
make? Post your procedure. Draw pictures to explain how you calculated 
the height.
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PART 2. – A corn plant grows as shown in the following image.

a) What would be the height of the plant at the next full moon? 

b) How did you know what the height should be? What calculations did you 
make? Post your procedure. Draw pictures to explain how you calculated 
the height.

c) Why does the plant behave like this? (Make drawings to explain your 
answer if you think words are not enough to explain it).
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ANNEX B

PARTE 1.- Ja’ te stoyolil te ixim-ej ta syijil uj aj’ te yax chiknaj te ta lok’ombaj.

a) ¿jich bal stoyoyil xch’ijyel ixim-aj? Te me melel-ej, ¿biun?

b) Te me mauk-ej, ¿bin yilel wan xch’iyel aj

c) bit’il ya ka na’ bin smuk’ul xch’iyel aj?, ¿bin kalculo la ja pas?, Te me ya 
xu’ awu’une pas-aj slok’ombal te bit’il la ja pas kalcular te smuk’ul xch’iyel 
te ixim-ej.
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PARTE 2.- Ja’ te xch’iyel te ixim-ej ja’ te ya xchiknaj te ta lok’ombaj.

a) ¿Bin wan smuk’ul xch’ijyel ixim-aj te ta syijil uj?

b) ¿bit’il la ja na’ bin smuk’ul xch’ijyel aj?, ¿bin kalculo la ja pas?, Te me ya 
xu’ awu’une pas-aj slok’ombal te bit’il la ja pas kalcular te smuk’ul xch’iyel 
te ixim-ej.

c) ¿Bin swenta te Jich ya ch'ijybal te ts'umbal ej?(te me ma' ka na' yalel o 
xcholel  ta k'optik, pasbeya slok'ombaj ta lejchel Jun te bin ta jok'obeyelat ej)  


